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Abstract: 
As Islamic Economics and Islamic Banking concepts are established practically, now it is our obligation to 
establish Islamic Management as a distinct concept. In this article an attempt has been taken to define Islamic 
Management, to identify its special features and principles, and to prove the distinctness of its entity. But it is a 
fact that traditional authors ignore the great contributions of Islam towards management. But it is Islam, where 
managerial appeals were coming from the very beginning of civilization the messengers of Allah (SWT) and it 
culminated in the last prophet Muhammad (SAW). Due to lack of research and deviation from Islam the golden 
history of the Muslims is dominated day by day by secular and materialistic managerial concepts. Unfortunately 
many conventional managerial concepts remain unsuitable to the organizations of Muslim society. 
Consequently Islamic Organizations, from family to national level, cannot show productive role in comparison 
to conventional organizations. In these circumstances, it has been proposed in the present study to practice 
management based on Islamic values, adopting the exemplary leadership role, human resource management and 
development strategy proposed by Islam and application of motivational techniques according to divine 
teachings. Lastly the constraints and possible remedial measures of Islamic Management have been pointed out. 
A) Introduction and Definition of Islamic Management 
To speak about Islamic management it can be rightly expressed that there is no terminology or Sura named as 
management in the Holy Quran or Hadith. But the word like ‘direction’, ‘control’ etc have been used in the Holy 
Quran and Hadith in many cases. Moreover Hazrat Mohammad (SAW) was not only the best prophet but also 
an ideal leader and ruler. Being the chief of Islamic state of Madina he had to enrole as chief executive of the 
state. Following the principles of Hazrat (SAW), the Caliphs ruled half of the then world for a long time. Later, 
other Muslim rulers demonstrated how to implement the principles of Islam in different regions of the world 
derived from the Holy Quran, the managerial practices of the prophet and the Caliphs. Their integrity, 
efficiency, righteousness, accountability and Tawakkul and general welfare of human beings established 
management as a distinct concept in Islam. From their established idea we can define Islamic Management as 
follows- 
Islamic management means conducting activities depending upon the guidance of Allah (SWT) and following 
His prophet (SAW) with an accountable mentality, integrity and skill to achieve a predetermined objective 
(Mohiuddin, 2004). 
Generally, management is the technique of getting things done through the efforts of others. When this 
technique is applied following Islamic principles, it is termed as Islamic management. To say the truth, with the 
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very touch of Islam, management attained a complete shape .In the holy Qur’an and Hadith, we find a detailed 
indication about the type of management to be followed in solving various individual, familial, social, national 
and international problems. 
To relate management with the history of human civilization, we have to tell about the prophets who appeared to 
guide the people to righteousness. All the prophets from Hazrat Adam (AS) to Hazrat Muhammad (SAW) were 
leaders in spreading the message of Islam. Many of them were successful executives and leaders. They were 
successful managers by proper evaluation. Many principles of management came from Allah (SWT) through all 
the prophets with the culmination achieved by the best Prophet Muhammad (SAW). 
The life style of the Muslim is defined by Allah (SWT) and His prophet Muhammad (SAW) in Islam. It is well 
recognized that Islam is the complete code of life. Since Islam clearly defines life style, it contains clearly 
defined directions, rules and regulations regarding the duties and responsibilities in personal, collective and 
social life of its followers. It deals with all aspects of human life. Management is a vital factor for the success of 
any organization and for any country from both micro and macro point of view. It is defined as achieving the 
organizational objectives and goals through group efforts of the organizational members. Islam also defines 
‘Management’ from its paradigm. Islamic Management is that management whose idealism, objective, aim, 
method of activities and results are determined according to Islamic ‘aqidah’ and ‘shariah’. That is, management 
that follows the rules and regulations of Islam to achieve the organizational objectives through group efforts to 
the organizational members. The basic theme, philosophy and directions of this Islamic management are defined 
in the Quran and Sunnah (Alam,2006). 
B) Objectives of the Study 
The main objective of the study is to generate an idea on Islamic Management, and the specific objectives are: 
a) To define Islamic Management; 
b) Show the salient features of Islamic Management; 
c) To present the present applications of Islamic Management; 
d) Constraints and possible remedial measures of Islamic Management. 
 
C) Methodology of the Study 
The study is leased on both secondary and primary data. For secondary data several library of the Muslim 
World, different officials, private records, published and unpublished materials, journals, research report and 
seminar papers etc. have been used. For primary data different Islamic organizations of Bangladesh like Islamic 
banks, Islamic NGOs, Mosques, Islamic Foundation and Islamic investment and insurance companies have been 
chosen. Questionnaire have been developed carefully and pre-tested before its final acceptance. 
 
D) Limitations of the Study 
The study is not assumed free from limitations. Although adequate precautionary measures have been taken in 
collecting data from the present study, it is supposed to be complacent in the matter of reliability of those data. 
The main three limitations are discussed below: 
1. Due to the lack of time and resources only different four types of Islamic organizations of Bangladesh have 
been selected, though it is essential to include other Islamic organizations of home and abroad. 
2. Scarce of adequate literature is a serious drawback to proceed with the study. 
3. Lack of whole-hearted cooperation of respondents is another limitation. 
 
E) Some Characteristics of Islamic Management 
Every concept has its own distinct features. As such Islamic Management has some special features or 
characteristics. Important ones are mentioned below: 
a. The Islamic Shari’yah, i.e. the holy Qur’an and the Sunnah are the basis of Islamic Management; 
b. The original model of Islamic Management is the Prophet Hazrat Mohammad (SAW) and his true 
associates and followers; 
c. Its target is not only to gain economic development but also social harmony, material well-being and 
spiritual refinement, i.e. fulfilling Haqqullah, and that of Haqqulebad; 
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d. The aims and its objectives is not only achieving the well-being of this temporal worldly life but also the 
welfare of the Hereafter life; 
e. Its procedure is guided by the exemplary leadership(Ismail,1999); 
f. It ensures team spirit and cordial relationship among the members of the organization and the manager and 
employees(Al Quran49:29,61:4); 
g. It reminds all concerned that every one, whatever is his status or position, is simultaneously accountable to 
his immediate boss and to the Almighty Allah; 
h. Here the manager considers himself as a vicegerent of Allah; 
i. Here property is thought to be trusted by Allah to the trustees, i.e. shareholders and managers; 
j. Here decisions are made through consultation (Mashwara); 
k. Here the managers do not have such greed to grasp the post; 
l. It is a universal concept and applicable to personal, familial, social, organizational and even at the state 
level; 
m. Here activities adverse to religion, morality and integrity such as hypocrisy, fraud-forgery etc. are not 
tolerated; 
n. It ensures such an environment that is conducive to harmony, peace, growth and development, and other 
benefits as well; 
o. Here everyone enjoys justice (in terms of wage, reward and punishment) and freedom of expression; 
p. Here competition is a common strategy for encouraging and promoting good deeds; 
q. Here emphasis is given on the great objective of the Islamic Shari’yah; and 
r. It is an auto-management system. Here driving-force is submission to Allah as master and following His 
order in every sphere of life. 
 
F) Philosophy of Islamic Management 
The basic philosophy of Islam lies in man’s relationship with Allah, His universe and His people, i.e. other 
human beings, and the nature and purpose of man’s life on earth. Man-Allah relationship is defined by Tawhid. 
The essence of Tawhid is a total commitment to the will of Allah, i.e. submission to the will of Allah and 
conducting life in accordance with the guidance of Allah. The will of Allah constitutes the source of value and 
becomes the end of human behavior. Life on the earth is a test and its purpose is to prove successfulness in the 
test by accomplishing and assigned duties and responsibilities in accordance with the will of Allah. The entire 
universe with all natural resources and power is made amenable for exploitation by man, though it is owned by 
Allah, Allah alone. Life on earth being a test and all the provisions available to man being a trust, man is 
accountable to Allah and his success in the life depends on his performance in this life on earth. This adds a new 
dimension to the valuation of things and deeds in this life. 
With every human being sharing the same relationship with Allah and His universe, a definite relationship 
between man and man is also prescribed. This is a relationship of brotherhood and equality. “Tawhid is a coin 
with two faces: one implies that Allah is the Creator and the other implies that men are equal partners or that 
each man is brother to each other (Safiullah, 2005). 
G) The above philosophy provides people the following directives: 
 To satisfy Almighty Allah. 
 To create a most congenial atmosphere in the society. 
 To nourish and develop friendship and humanity in the society. 
 To create a better living place and develop a peaceful life in the society. 
 To lead an esteemed life in the society, and so on. 
 
H) Ignorance about the History of Islamic Management 
It is evident that traditional authors of management have not mentioned any contribution of Islam in 
management. The contributions of Islam in different aspects of management can never be over emphasized. 
According to the Holy Qur’an, Holy Prophet (SAW) and companions (RA) faced lot of problems in managing 
the Islamic state and they solved those problems by introducing divine principles and guidance given by Allah 
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(SWT). Prophet Muhammad’s (SAW) contributions and the contributions of four caliphs were great to the 
development of management. Then management was applied in attaining the objectives of family life, society, 
national and international organizations. 
If simply the administration of Muhammad (SAW) and his four caliphs is discussed elaborately, it would be easy 
to find out how exactly and properly they could manage entire Muslim community. All aspects from planning to 
controlling were nicely taught to the people of the world by them. In this regard ‘Management by Shura,’ 
Hikmat (strategy), exemplary leadership style, appropriate financial administration, harmonious relationship and 
others can be mentioned. But it is observed from different literature of management of different authors that 
these important issues of management have not been mentioned in their literature. It may be due to two reasons: 
Firstly, it might be that they would not know about the contributions of Islam in management at all. Secondly, it 
can be rightly assumed that they intentionally ignored the great contribution of Islam in management 
(Mohiuddin, 2004). 
 
I) Present Applications of Islamic Management in Islamic Organizations in Bangladesh  
There are so many Islamic Organizations in the 2
nd
 largest Muslim country-- Bangladesh. These Islamic 
organizations have been playing important role in socio-economic, cultural and political development in the 
country. A study has already been conducted on Islamic Foundation, Islami Banks, Mosques and Islamic NGOs 
working in Bangladesh. Among the governmental organizations, Islamic Foundation is working with different 
programmes in Bangladesh. Among the financial institutions Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited is on the top list 
by its efficiency and services. Here is presented brief pictures of managerial problems of mentioned Islamic 
organizations and probable solutions in the context of Bangladesh. Theses cases are the common reflections of 
the Islamic organizations of third world mixed economy based Muslim countries (Mohiuddin, 2004). 
Islami Bank 
An Islami bank is a financial institution that operates with the objective to implement and materialize the 
economic and financial principles of Islam in the banking arena. In banking sector Islami banks have attained a 
good success in Bangladesh. There are six Shariah based banks and other twelve conventional banks have 
opened Islamic counters. Though these banks could not organize their all activities according to the principles 
and rules of Islamic Management. It is observed from the study that banks authorities are trying heart and soul 
to establish all affairs of these banks according to the principles of Islamic Management. Following are the 
managerial and execution problems of Islami banks of Bangladesh (IBBL, 2009): 
1. Lack of efficient, religious, trained manpower.  
2. In Bangladesh there is no separate banking law for Islami Bank.  
3. Though several Islami Banks have been established in the mean time, but no Islamic money market has 
grown till today.  
4. Islami Banks have built up their own Shariah Council but there is no Shariah Supervisory Board in 
Bangladesh Bank.  
5. There is no financial instrument approved by Shariah for the money market of Bangladesh. 
6. Different types of complexity and problems are found in buying & selling of shares. 
7. Lack of adequate instruments in international banking.  
8. Shariah council did not take any initiative for research in the development of rules and procedures of 
Shariah Council for smooth functioning of the Bank. 
9. Due to the lack of branch network in entire Bangladesh the activities of Islami Banks are urban-centered.  
10. Existing laws, trade and industrial policy, income tax policy and education system are not in favor of 
Islamic Banking System. As a result Islami Bank cannot maintain properly Musharaka, Mudaraba 
investment systems as per Shariah Board decision.  
11. Islami Bank cannot attract the non-Muslim clients- to a great extend.  
 
Recommendations 
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It is observed from this study that banks authority (top level management) is trying heart and soul to establish all 
affairs of the bank according to the principles of Islamic management. Some suggestions can be forwarded to its 
further growth and development: 
1.  Present Shariah Supervisory Boards should be more careful to check all the activities of the Islami banks so 
that no unIslamic practices can bring any destruction to its proper growth. 
2.  Management of the bank should immediately take steps so that the activities of bank can be spreaded in 
rural areas of Bangladesh too. 
3. The primary objective of these Islami Banks should be directed towards rendering best services to the 
clients by investing more investment in ‘Mudaraba’ and ‘Musharaka’ basis. 
4. All Islami Banks working in Bangladesh and out side Bangladesh may create instrumental Islamic money 
market for their own interest. 
5. All the employees of the bank should try to create personal relationship and follow the dynamic leadership 
of Islam for their own benefit and for the growth of real Islamic society in Bangladesh 
 
Islamic NGOs 
There are twenty one registered Islamic NGO’s in Bangladesh. Their total investment is near about two hundred 
fifty crore taka. The ratio between the investment of Islamic NGO’s and conventional NGO’s is 1:1300. From 
the above ratio we can easily understand about the small size of Islamic NGO’s. Moreover they have a lot of 
managerial and other problems. These are as follows(NGO affairs bureau, 2009): 
1. Managerial inefficiency is a great problem in Islamic NGOs in Bangladesh; 
2. Local officers are dissatisfied due to the presence of all foreigners in the  
3. higher position of NGOs;  
4. Management by Shura is absent in these organizations and there is a lack of real Islamic knowledge among 
the high officials;  
5. Absence of training, financial constraints and lack of dynamic leadership create problems in execution of 
programmes & projects of Islamic NGOs in Bangladesh. 
Recommendations 
Just to expand their activities and to run these Islamic organizations effectively the following suggestions are 
recommended on the basis of the theoretical and field study: 
1. It has been observed that the quality of services of Islamic NGOs is to be developed. This can be done by 
the development of managerial efficiency of the executives. The high officials must work as dynamic leader 
with full job satisfaction. 
2. The high officials must have the capability to manage the organizations having complete sense of Islamic 
rules and regulations. 
3. All decisions of the organizations must be taken following the Shuratic(Masawara) management system. 
4. Fund of Islamic NGOs both foreign and Bangladeshi is to be increased for taking intensive long term 
programmes and schemes for development of Islamic activities in different spheres of life for socio-
economic growth of the country. 
 
Islamic Foundation 
The Islamic foundation Bangladesh has been created with a vision to preach and propagate the values and ideals 
of Islam as the complete code of life acceptable to the Almighty Allah (SWT) as religion of humanity, tolerance 
and universal brotherhood and to bring the majority people of Bangladesh under the banner of Islam.  
By personal interview with the executives and staffs of Islamic Foundation it is learnt that Islamic Foundation 
has to face the following problems (Islami Foundation, 2009):  
1. Lack of proper linkage and co-ordination among the staffs and officers. 
2. Lack of generating team spirit.  
3.  Shuratic management is not practised in taking decision.  
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4. Officials of Religious Ministry do not show proper problem solving attitude. 
5. Top level officials and staffs are sometimes found to participate in political activities. It hampers in smooth 
running of the activities of Islamic Foundation. 
6. Financial constraint is a great problem. 
7. Constant change of high officials like Director General of Islamic Foundation is a great problem. 
 
Recommendations 
Islamic Foundation is financed and controlled by the ministry of religious affairs for the spread of Islamic 
activities in all over Bangladesh. It is observed from the study that there are a good number of high-ranking 
officials working in this organization. It is also observed that there is absence of brotherhood, tolerance, self-
dedication and Islamic belief among the large number of officials. Conflict of interest is also prevailing in some 
places of the organization. Proper training for the development of Islamic sense among the officials should be 
arranged. Exemplary Islamic leadership should be developed for execution of projects, programmes of this 
organization. Shuratic (Maswara) decision making can give batter result for the execution of various projects 
and programmes of the organization. Government should come forward with more financial assistance for this 
purpose. 
Mosque 
The mosque is not only a place of worship; it is recognized as the central place of social, political and religious 
activities of Islam (Hassan,1993). The mosque is the place where Islamic tradition is cultured. Unfortunately, 
now a day the mosque is used as the place for prayer only. But during the lifetime of Prophet (SAW) mosque 
was the center of driving force of all Islamic activities. If the mosque management is proper in an area, its 
positive effects must be felt in the surrounding locality. The Imams, the Muazzins and the Khadems occupy 
important positions in the Muslim community. Muslims have to make mosques for performing five times Salat , 
Jumma prayer and for other religious activities. In mosques other religious activities, social, even political 
activities would be performed during the incipient period of Islam. 
The following managerial problems are found in mosque management in Bangladesh: 
1. Lack of adequate training facilities for Imams and other staffs of mosques; 
2. There are no provisions of regular meeting in mosques; 
3. Tyranny of the Motowaylees is a serious drawback of mosque’s management; 
4. Lack of initiative of proper utilization of mosque’s properties; 
5. There is no audit system in most of the mosques of Bangladesh and 
6. Absence of proper planning and dynamic leadership. 
Recommendations  
The mosque is the most sacred religious place of Muslim. There are 1,91,620 mosques in Bangladesh, the 
second largest Muslim country of the world. To make Bangladesh a welfare state the social activities should be 
largely mosque-centered. Unfortunately here mosques fail to play proper role owing to their mismanagement. To 
bring dynamism in mosque management and to practise Islamic management, the following recommendations 
are advocated (Mohiuddin, 2004): 
1. Steps should be taken to buildup competent Imams for all the mosques of the country. 
2. A committee of responsible persons of the area should run mosque. 
3. To reduce the tyranny of Motowallies initiative of local devotees and specific policy of government are 
needed. 
4. The number of programmes should be increased where it is necessary. 
5. Monthly meeting of the managing committee is to be held regularly. 
6. Every step of mosque management should be as per plan. 
7. The accounts of the mosques should be kept properly and audit should be conducted on regular basis. 
8. Chairman should be selected considering their ability to manage the mosque. 
9. The Wakf-estate of the government should come forward to take proper step so that the properties of the 
mosques are not misused. 
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10. Proper training should be provided to the Imams so that they can efficiently manage the activities of the 
mosques. 
11. Honorarium should be increased for Imams and Moazzins so that they can get satisfaction and work whole-
heartedly for the development of mosques. 
12. To spread the influence of the personality of the Imams on the society they should be made involved in 
social works. 
13. Presence of Shuratic(Masawara) management in the mosques can help to solve the lot of problems of the 
mosques. 
14. Various village development programmes of the government, NGO’s should be executed through the 
mosque-management committees. It will ensure proper utilization of funds of the government for socio-
economic development of the country. In this regard health and sanitation programme can be effectively 
organized. 
Common Problems and Probable Solutions for Applications of Islamic Management in Muslim Countries 
The progress of Islamic Management concept is too young to present its appeals to management experts. The 
above-mentioned problems and recommendations are relevant in some particular issues in Bangladesh. But 
there are some common reasons in most of the Muslim countries which are considered as the constraints of 
practicing Islamic Management in Islamic organizations. These are as follows (Alam,2006): 
1.  Absence of Islamic Environment in Muslim Countries: 
Islamic environment and culture are totally absent in most of the Muslim countries. Most of the political 
parties of these countries are based on secular philosophy and some are totally against the implementation 
of Islamic Management and business in our life. They take Islamic action as “Fundamentalism”. These 
secular political parties are mostly involved in terrorism, cheating and other illegal deeds. From them 
corruption spread out throughout the country and thus Islamic environment cannot be set in.  
2.  Lack of knowledge in Islamic literature and Islamic Management: 
A Hadith said – “Acquiring knowledge is ‘Fard’ for every Muslim man and women(Bukhari).” But it is fact 
that the people of the most of Muslim countries are illiterate and few of them have knowledge on the holy 
Quran and Sunnah. There are a few mosque based the holy Quran teaching system. In the Madrasha, a small 
portion of the students are studying. Therefore students from their childhood remain unaware of Islamic 
Management. 
3.  Effects and Influences of Western Education and Culture: 
The influence of British and Western education and culture is obvious in Muslim countries. In fact these 
education systems and culture make people compeled to remain ignored about Islam and Islamic 
Management from the very childhood to entire life. There is no teaching system regarding Islamic 
Management in the schools, colleges and universities. Due to globalization, western satellite channels are 
telecasted all over the Muslim world. These become vital for infecting foreign culture rather than Islamic & 
Muslim culture. Therefore, for this influence of foreign culture and education system, people of the Muslim 
countries are losing Islamic zeal. 
4.  Lack of Media Service for Islamic Management: 
The roles of media to circulate Islamic Management has not been properly approached. Though there are 
some magazines and newspapers that write on the issues of Islamic Management, most of the others only 
focus secular management. The satellite channels, radio and other media are captured by secular culture and 
do not perform any service to propagate Islamic Management. 
5.  Lack of Investment, Research and Studies for Islamic Management: 
To implement Islamic Management in Muslim countries, it is required to make a fair investment to develop 
research centers, which will do research and study on Islamic Management. But practically a few numbers 
of Islamic Management research centers are there in Muslim countries. 
6.  Lack of True Practicing Muslim: 
Many Muslims in present world do not care of following the Quran and performing ‘Sunnah’. They are not 
interested to follow Hazrat Muhammad (SAW) and to take lessons from the lives of Muslim Caliphs. 
Muslims are to live in the corrupted society and many of them are only ‘Muslim by name’, not by their 
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deeds. Thus there is a huge lack of Muttaqi and true practicing Muslim, which is a great barrier to 
implement Islamic Management in the Islamic organizations of Muslim countries. 
7.  Effects of Globalization: 
Due to globalization, foreign products, education, lifestyle, culture etc. are entering into the country without 
any restriction. The satellite channels are telecasting the naked and inelegant programs, which are totally 
against Islamic norms and values. These programs capture the young generation and induce them to 
practice un-Islamic lifestyle. Therefore, the effect of globalization becomes a factor of not implementing 
Islamic Management in Islamic organizations of Muslim countries. 
8.  Affects of NGO’s UnIslamic Preaching: 
Unfortunately most of the Muslim country is economically poor. In that respect non-Muslims are coming to 
extend their helping hand by different NGOs. But most of them are working at anti-Islamic motto and 
philosophies. They are driving our people towards western materialistic management & culture. 
9.  Environmental bottlenecks: 
Although the environment of most of the Muslim countries are not Islamic friendly, still there are many 
devoted and virtuous people who wish to employ Islamic Management in these countries, though they are 
very few comparing to the total population. There are some environmental bottlenecks, which discourage 
them to implement and practice Islamic Management in Islamic organizations. There are follows: 
a) Social Bottlenecks: 
Since true Muslims are few in numbers, there is no brotherhood and fraternity in the society. People 
now lack in patience and are very much self-oriented. Due to un-Islamic education, culture, the entire 
society is now derailed from the right path of Islam. Therefore society devoid of Islamic spirit and 
culture, Islamic Management cannot be implemented. 
b) Political Bottlenecks: 
The most of the big political parties in Muslim countries are secular, self-interested than serving public 
interest. They frequently adopt un-Islamic means to enrich themselves or satisfing west. Thus due to 
this political bottleneck, the path of implementation of Islamic Management is obstructed. 
c) Economic Bottlenecks: 
At present most of the Muslim countries do not follow Islamic economy. The major bottlenecks of un-
Islamic economy are: 
 Discrimination in the distribution of wealth; 
 Lack of adequate production; 
 Misuse, corruption and spreading out of black money; 
 Lack of international trading; 
 Unemployment; 
 Presence of interest; 
 Smuggling business; 
 Business of cheating. 
Due to all these bottlenecks, Islamic Management is almost found to be absent in most of the Muslim countries.  
Recommendations 
To explore any idea, continuous research is essential. The progress of Islamic Management concept is too young 
to present its appeal to management experts. But in the mean time it seems as a growing concept to management 
scholars. The following recommendations may be considered for the successful applications of Islamic 
Management in Islamic organizations in most of the Muslim countries where administration system, academic 
curriculums and culture are not fully Islamic(Alam, 2006): 
1.  Islamization of Knowledge and Education: 
Since, acquiring knowledge is mandatory for every Muslims, there should be a thorough Islamization of 
knowledge. The knowledge on Islamic Management can be circulated by the Immams of the mosque, 
seminars, meetings, and discussions and also by educational institutions. So, the education ministry should 
take steps to Islamize education system. 
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2.  Educating Islamic Management in Institution: 
In every institution, either educations or business, Islamic Management should be included in the sylebus. 
They should be encouraged to accept those portions of secular management that are accepted in Islam and 
discouraged un-Islamic parts of dissemination of knowledge in this direction. 
3.  Balancing with Globalization: 
Globalization is such an issue that cannot be prohibited. In that case, the Muslims should be encouraged to 
accept only those that are supported by Islam, so that they can be in the frontier in globalization. 
4.  Establishment of Islamic Management Research Center: 
The govt. should invest to establish Islamic Management & business research centers. The center should 
do research and development of Islamic Management issues and seeks for solutions. The Islamic 
Management center should circulate Islamic Management by arranging seminars, training etc. 
5.  Reformation of the Govt.: 
The govt. should follow the Islamic Management ethics to administer the country and should be free from 
corruption. It should establish local govt. or authority to root our corruption from each and every sector of 
life. 
6.  Creating Public Consciousness: 
Public consciousness should be created by arranging seminars, meetings, and discussions and by the 
approach of media. 
7.  Communicating Islamic Management Through Media: 
The media (TV, newspaper, magazine, radio etc.) can be approached to communicate the benefits of 
Islamic Management to the common people of Muslim countries. 
8.  Shariah Based Administration: 
The policy makers and govt. should take steps to follow the rules and regulations of ‘Shariah’ in the 
administration, judgment, economy, society etc. 
9.  Putting Restriction on NGOs: 
NGOs are the mostly responsible for creating poverty by introducing interest on micro credit, which in 
turn makes our economy lame. The govt. should put restrictions on the NGOs regarding their un-Islamic 
preaching and should take account of there each and every activities and funds. 
 
Other Important Issues of Islamic Management 
i) Leadership in Islamic Management 
Leadership method in Islamic management is affected by theoretical basics specially anthropology. In this part, 
the most important basics are briefly studied which means anthropology in leadership and it is avoided to 
discuss other issues like ontology, epistemology and axiology. 
ii) Islam and Human Resource Management 
The application of Islamic principles to the world of work is not standard and the country of origin has a 
significant effect on their implementation. The cultural milieu of each country in which Islam is incorporated 
and interpreted makes for significant variations, so much so that, in some instances, national management 
practices actually conflict with the teachings of Islam. This was demonstrated earlier in the context of 
Bangladesh management where authoritarianism and nepotism are common features. These non-Islamic 
practices hark back to the ancient tribal systems of Bangladesh culture where leadership was unquestioned and 
family and kinship were paramount factors. In countries where Islam exists alongside other religions and 
philosophic systems, Islamic principles are interwoven with others, as in the case of Malaysia, where it is 
combined with Confucian principles, and former colonies of European powers, where Islam exists alongside 
other legal and cultural systems. These combinations of cultural legacies and Islamic teaching need to be 
understood by MNCs operating in Muslim countries and will obviously affect their HRM systems and practices. 
Ali (1998:13) argued that in the Arab world multination corporations (MNCs) should identify those areas most 
likely to cause friction and misunderstandings (e.g. religious or political issues), a view supported by Robertson 
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et al (2002). It seems desirable, therefore, that MNC executives should possess the interpersonal skills necessary 
to modify their management style and behavior: and to appreciate differences between themselves and the 
locals. This is especially important in the case of Bangladesh values (e.g. centrality of religious beliefs, respect 
ofr the elderly, privacy of family affairs) and the possession of networking skills, as personal interaction plays a 
significant role in Bangladesh society. 
The current lack of economic progress in Bangladesh countries and the difficulties that may be encountered by 
foreign investors in Bangladesh countries may be because of not implementing Islamic management principles 
and depending heavily on Western management thought, the ability to integrate this with local ways of working 
will be made much more difficult because the means of building integration are absent. We suggest that the 
development of management systems that are based on Islamic management principles would be more 
appropriate and that reverse diffusion of management knowledge and skills would more fully inform 
management practices in MNCs, as well as in local enterprises and this might lead to faster economic 
development in the countries concerned .It should be noted that the Japanese developed their economy by 
adopting Western management practices to their cultural norms and values. The same can be said about the 
Chinese and the South Koreans ‘why not the Bangladesh?. This paper calls upon Bangladesh managers and 
international investors’ managers (expatriates) to learn and implement the principles of Islamic management 
while learning and adopting the theories and practices of Western management. It is possible to integrate the two 
sets of knowledge because they are more complementary than contradictory. There are fewer differences 
between Western management and Islamic principles than between the latter and the current management in 
Bangladesh. However this statement needs to be supported by empirical research. 
iii) Islamic Investment and Insurance Company in Bangladesh 
In Bangladesh, a good number Islamic investment and insurance companies are operating since 1980s. They are 
making plans and decisions keeping in mind the objectives of the organizations, they are organizing all 
resources and establishing logical relationship between various aspects, they are staffing manpower from 
internal sources only, they are coordinating the activities of all departments successfully and they are trying to 
motivate and written executives and employees as much as possible. These organizations are influencing their 
people for the achievement of goals upto the last and these they hardly entertain trade unions in their 
organizations. And last of all they are controlling the executive and employee activities satisfactorily. In 
performing all these management functions, they are following western management principles. Even most of 
they do not feel the need for adopting Islamic management principles 
iv) Education and Training in Islam 
Islam is easily understandable by the learned and educated people. For understanding Islam better, education 
and training play very significant role. For educating the youths sufficient number of education, learning, 
training and development intuitions have been established in both private and public sectors in Bangladesh. 
Except a few, most of these higher educational intuitions are offering secular programs. Thus our students hardly 
getting any practical knowledge of Islamic management. Rather our students are getting anti Islamic ideas and 
orientation in these respective areas of their studies. Hopefully mosques and madrashas only are playing pivotal 
roles for providing Islamic knowledge among the people. But a few ideas on Islamic management are not 
provided on the practical sides of Islamic management. 
 
Conclusions 
In traditional (present) system of management, the activities of employees of the members of the organizations 
can be organized, coordinated, motivated and controlled for the benefit of the organization itself, but there is no 
guarantee that these people will show their same nature of attitude in the society as well as in their family life. In 
maximum cases it is observed that the people managed under traditional system of management show different 
attitudes and behavior in the society and family life. But the people who were managed under the Islamic 
management during the period of prophet (SAW) and Khalapha-E-Rasheda proved their worthiness by showing 
the same nature of attitude and behavior both for the organization, firm, society and family. Because under 
Islamic management thousands of instructions, directions, rules procedures and policies have been 
recommended by Muhammad (SAW) through the Holy Quran and Hadith for the better management of 
organizations, society and family life. At present Muslims do not observe the rules and regulations of Islam and 
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for this reason there is a great fall in the achievement of result in management of organizations of Muslims 
(even mosques) of Bangladesh as well as the Muslim Ummah in the entire world. 
 
Allah (SWT) said in the Quran,  
The believers! Enter into Islam completely and do not follow the steps of devil, because surely he is the open 
enemy of you (Al Quran 2:108). 
 
Allah (SWT) also said,  
Allah does not change the fate of any nation until the nation does not change itself(Al Quran 13:11). 
That’s why, the Muslims today are required to achieve halal, honesty, sincerity and to avoid haram and to root 
out corruption. These are all possible if Islamic Management is in operation in whole over the Muslim countries 
.It is true that there are lots of bottlenecks to implement Islamic Management, but if the mentioned suggested 
solutions can be applied, the expected Islamic environment can be launched. Thus we can anticipate that one 
day very soon, Muslim world will be practicing Islamic Management and Islamic business Inshallah and the 
Muslim will tasts the utmost benefits and flavors of Islamic Management. 
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